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The second fallacy is that archaeology can show us
beginnings. That archaeology can teach us a great deal of
history there can, of course, be no doubt; it often enables us
to trace movements and developments, but never origins,
at least not with certainty, since archaeologists cannot dig
up the whole of the earth's surface, and any conclusions they
come to are always liable to be upset by later excavations.
The most striking remains of Roman civilization are
found in North Africa, and if we had only archaeological
evidence to go by, we might be justified in concluding that
its foundations were laid there.
What applies to cultures as a whole applies equally to
particular artefacts; the mere fact that the earliest or most
numerous examples are found at a particular spot is no
evidence of origin there. It is probable that the art of copper-
working was discovered where there was native copper, but
even this is not certain; it is possible that copper was traded
for magical or ornamental purposes before it was worked
and that the art of working it was discovered at some
place to which it had been imported for such purposes.
Amber is found on the shores of the Baltic, but the art of
carving it probably originated on the Mediterranean. If
we adopted the methods of certain archaeologists, we should
have to conclude that china-clay was found at Worcester,
and that Manchester was in the centre of the world's chief
cotton-growing area.
It is impossible to tell from their present distribution
where bicycles or sewing-machines were invented, and the
same applies to any other widespread type of artefact. Among
the chief results of archaeology have been to show that arte-
facts which were once supposed to be purely local have in
feet a wide distribution, and to extend in unsuspected
directions the range of prehistorical culture movements.
For the third fallacy I shall again quote Professor Dixon,
who tells us (Building of Cultures^ p. 4), that:

